Liberty, Wrangler, or Grand Cherokee; "Only in a __”™
Honda’s economical car, now with a low-emissions hybrid version
Squint your eyes and __ on this new Ford car
Dodge’s high-end sports car with a serpentine name
Honda's reliable "agreement"
Volkswagen's most famous car, in old and new versions
Famous model name for what is known as a "57 Chevy
The latest version of the MINI car with international appeal
"Like nothing else”™
Chevy’s car named for an antelope that can make great leaps
Toyota truck with the same name as a Pacific Northwest city
One of the original minivans from Dodge
Chrysler’s new roadster with a retro look: PT __
SUV with styling similar to the new Dodge Ram truck
Mitsubishi sports car; looks good in the sun, but won’t block it
Italian sports car with the horse on the hood
Ford’s leading horse since 1964
Subaru car name inspired by remote parts of Australia
The Cadillac car named for a city in southwestern Spain
Sports car named for a small, fast warship
Part car, part pickup, popular in the 1960s and 1970s
Ford’s veteran SUV and one of the most popular
The Pontiac __ Trans Am has evolved over five generations
One of the original SUVs from Chevy
Reliable SUV from Nissan helps you explore the trails
Classic '50s sedan, or a muppet bear's natural habitat
Famous 1970s full size luxury car from Lincoln
Ford’s famous model, in classic full size or new roadster versions
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